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Project Health
The primary focus of the last quarter was integrating Hyperledger Transact's transaction execution platform into the Sawtooth Validator.
The Sawtooth community is actively engaging in live, public working sessions to decide Sawtooth's future. Some community members have expressed
interest in contributing to new Sawtooth features, and others have promised to contribute enhancements and features already developed.

Questions/Issues for the TSC
No new issues.

Releases
Sawtooth Library v0.4.0 - 8/4/2020
Sawtooth Library v0.5.0 - 8/13/2020
Sawtooth Library v0.6.0 - 9/17/2020
Sawtooth Library v0.6.1 - 9/24/2020
Sawtooth Library v0.6.2 - 9/29/2020
Sawtooth Library v0.6.3 - 10/05/2020
Sawtooth Rust SDK v0.4.5 - 8/4/2020
Sawtooth Rust SDK v0.5.0 - 9/3/2020
Sawtooth Sabre v0.6.0 - 9/8/2020
Sawtooth PBFT v1.03 - 8/5/2020
Sawtooth Devmode v1.2.4 - 8/4/2020

Overall Activity in the Past Quarter
The community continues to discuss Sawtooth-related issues on Rocketchat. Live working sessions have also been used on a monthly basis to discuss
the future of Sawtooth, with strong participation from the community.
The following key work has been completed in the Sawtooth codebase:
Sawtooth-core now uses Hyperledger Transact for transaction execution. The Python transaction execution platform has been removed from
sawtooth-core. This replaces a large chuck of the validator that was still written in Python and updates it to Rust. Transact does not currently
support external smart contract engines, so the required smart contracts are now compiled in, including Sawtooth Sabre to support uploading
custom smart contracts.
The transact-compat feature was removed from the Rust SDK. This feature provided a trait implementation for the Transact signer trait for the
sawtooth signer. The signer trait was removed in the 0.3 release of Transact.
More code has been re-written in Rust and moved to the Sawtooth library from the Sawtooth validator. This is a continuation of the efforts to
rewrite the Sawtooth validator entirely in Rust and to provide a library of Sawtooth components that can be used in a variety of ledger
implementations.
The infrastructure and theme for the Sawtooth website refresh have been completed in a new branch.

Current Plans
The following work is currently in progress:
Long running (LR) network testing of the Sawtooth validator with Hyperledger Transact
Rewriting the Sawtooth CLI in Rust
Refreshing the Sawtooth website and documentation

The following work is currently planned:
Create a new consensus library that will be used by the Sawtooth validator
Initialize a Sawtooth service for Splinter
Move portions of Sawtooth Sabre to Hyperledger Transact

Plans will continue to be developed as part of the working sessions.

Maintainer Diversity
Maintainers are distributed across Bitwise IO, Cargill, Intel, and Walmart Labs.

Contributor Diversity
Commits from 2020-07-01 to 2020-09-31 : 257
Committers from 2020-07-01 to 2020-09-31 : 8
Domains from 2020-07-01 to 2020-09-31 : 3
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